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Maria’s introduction
For many, 2016 has been a year which they will file away in history archives as soon as

In this report

the clock strikes 12 at midnight on the last day of the year and 2017 begins. The world has seen changes
nobody could anticipate and there seems to be an atmosphere of fear and sadness as we look back at the
past year.
Alike many countries in Europe, Bangladesh was not left untouched by international
terrorism: a hostage crisis, murders of activists and corruption scandals took the headlines in the biggest
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papers in the country. Yet amongst all these troubles, there were some wonderful news and
developments, which give us hope for the future and the motivation to continue. The economy of
Bangladesh, growing at 7% a year, was hailed as the new economical ‘tiger’ in South Asia this year. The
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unemployment rate is decreasing as more and more businesses take off. The country received a $100
million grant from the World Bank to help more children complete primary school.
However, these grand figures, promises and plans do not extend to all spheres of the
Bangladeshi society. People living in the margins of society are unable to reap the benefits of these
successes and remain stuck in the cycle of poverty. Moreover, primary education is not enough for young
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people to make a real difference to their lives. Thus we continue educating our 131 children from the
Gawair slum in Dhaka, beyond primary school, high school and more. The first 12 students of Maria
Cristina Foundation graduated from high school this year. Some of them are now going to university in
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the UAE, USA and Bangladesh. It took years of hard work, but the proof that education really can change a
life is in these students.
The Greek philosopher Epictetus said: “Only the educated are free.” It is in this vein that
we will continue to fundraise and ensure that the community we have been working in for 11 years will
not be left behind. Thank you to every sponsor and supporter for helping us change the world, one child
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and one community at a time.
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Maria Conceicao
Founder of Maria Cristina Foundation
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Education
We now have 131 children and teenagers studying at the Cambrian School and College in Dhaka. 12
students graduated in May and some of them have enrolled at universities in the UAE, USA and
Bangladesh.

Changes at school
As of January 2016 all our students were enrolled at Cambrian School and College. This has been a positive
move and we have seen big improvements, especially in our youngest students, whose confidence has
really surged in the new school. The school itself has been very accommodating to receiving our visitors
and volunteers, who were all given a chance to look around the facilities and meet some of the teachers.
The new school year for grades 1-10 begins in January and for grades 11 and 12 in July. In 2016 we
enrolled students on credit, i.e. we had one year to pay their fees. Our Board of Directors has decided not
to allow this in 2017. Thus all fees must be paid before the school year commences. Any student whose
fees are not 100% paid will not be enrolled. This harsh decision was not taken lightly, but will allow us to
concentrate on issues other than fundraising throughout the year.
We currently have sponsors for 38 students. 93 students are still in urgent need of an education sponsor.

Tutoring
A group of our 10th and 11th grade students have come
together and started a tutoring group for the younger
students in the Foundation. They gather a few times a
week in a room we rented in Gawair and help the younger
ones with homework and any clarifications they need to
what they studied at school on any given day. This is a
great display of giving back to the community and we are
proud of the students giving their time to help others.
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Family support
We will continue to support the families of the children in order to make sure the children are going to
school and the family is not forced to send them to work or marry them off to make ends meet. We do
this through:

Rent and housing support. A number of families were supported by individual sponsors in 2016. We
decided to remove ourselves as the ‘middle man’ from the process of family food and rent support
in order to empower the families and give them ownership of the funds they receive. We do not
want any family to solely depend on us or a sponsor, thus this was a necessary step to give families
back the responsibility for their well-being while we make sure their children’s school fees are paid.
From 2017 this kind of help will be conditional: if the grown ups in the family are able-bodied and
don’t have any small children that need looking after, they must work even if they receive support
for housing and food. This will make sure we don’t create a community dependent on outside help,
but one that will be able to make a better life for themselves with a little bit of help.

Food support. Like rent and housing support, we have decentralised food support as well. In 2016 all
visiting cabin crew were required to donate food to needy families. They bought staples like oil, flour
and rice from the local market and delivered the goods to families that needed it most at the time.
We try to avoid ‘voluntourism’ whereby people visit our children, take photos with them to be
posted on social media, and never return or contribute. Asking for in-kind donations has not
resulted in a drop in the number of visitors and a lot of families have received help during tough
times thanks to this initiative.

School meals. We had reports of students falling asleep during class and not being able to
concentrate, because they had not had breakfast and could not afford lunch. We have donated flour
to the mothers of all 131 children to be used for making bread for students to take to school as a
snack. This is still a problem, but we have brought it to a manageable level with the current
provision of homemade bread. The provision of flour will be topped up at the end of January.

Distributing material donations. We received a large
amount of toiletries this year. These were all given out in
the community. A volunteer that visited also provided
new shoes for all students with the help of her friends.
Some families received new mattresses, volunteers
donated clothes and stationery.
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Fundraising
2016 was a year of fundraising for us. Thanks to many generous corporate and individual donors we
managed to pay all our debts in 2016 and can start 2017 with a clean slate.

Ramadan 2016. We raised $36,415.50 during the holy month of Ramadan. These donations came
just at the right time and enabled us to pay our debt to the Ma Haad school.

Grants. We started applying for grants in late 2015 and sent tens of applications throughout 2016.
This process was somewhat hindered by the lack of funding opportunities for educational activities
in Bangladesh, but also due to our difficulties with getting registered as an NGO in Bangladesh. The
grants received in 2016 include:
o

£200 from Miss K.M. Harbinson’s Charitable Trust

o

£1000 from Souter Charitable Trust

Justgiving. Our Justgiving page was launched 2015 and really took off in 2016. We have received
donations from hundreds of different supporters across the world and many supporters opened a
fundraising page of their own. Some of the most noteworthy fundraisers in 2016 were:

o

Claudia Fonseca, who dedicated her Christmas to Maria Cristina Foundation

o

Samuel Brenkel, who was part of a team doing the world’s toughest challenge
– Uberman, for us

o

Camilla Glanzmann, who trekked the Peruvian Andes to raise funds and
awareness

o

Sarah Tortolano, who did a skydive in Dubai

o

Dominique Martins, who also did a skydive

o

Suhin Rasheed, who helped us fundraise for school fees

Global Giving is a new online giving site we enrolled with in 2016. This is a much more widespread
giving site in the USA and has helped us get some new donors as well as matching funds.

Social Media. We continue to make the most of Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram to spread
the word about Maria Cristina Foundation, gain new supporters and issue urgent appeals. Our
Facebook followers increased significantly in 2016 and reached nearly 9000. We also started two new
on-going social media campaigns:

o

#SuccessStories, which portrays some of our students, parents and people who
are now working in Dubai;

o

#FamilyFriday, which introduces an MCF family to our supporters and tells the
stories of the family members with photos.
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Corporate sponsorship
We have seen an increase in corporate sponsorship this year, which has significantly increased our
fundraising amount this year. We want to extend a special thank you to:

KG International, who are not only helping us with funds, but also with administrative costs and
the cost of Maria’s next challenge. They have also helped us reach a number of new corporate
sponsors and supported the reprint of Maria’s book.

Multilem Middle East has sponsored a child, helped us reach more corporate sponsors and
helped us with branding and communications.

ENGIE Middle East chose us as the recipient of their Ramadan campaign and hosted us for a talk
at their offices. They have also pledged volunteering time of their employees.

After filming an episode of ‘Maggi Diaries’ featuring MCF, Filmmaster MEA gave us a donation,
which paid for school fees for one student.

Infofort, who are helping us by creating a database of students. This has been a long time
coming and will help us keep track of changes. The company also purchased 537 of Maria’s
books with 100% of the proceeds coming directly to MCF and has connected us to other
companies and individuals to help us.

NAMA Development Enterprises for their continuous support without which Maria Cristina
Foundation could not exist as it does today.

TCIS supported Maria’s Channel swim with flights, accommodation and training costs.
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Maria’s fundraising
2016 was the year Maria attempted her toughest challenge yet – swimming the English Channel, and
earned a new title: Woman of the Year.

English Channel swim. A year after learning how to swim, Maria attempted to cross the 34km
Englich Channel by swimming from Dover, UK to France. 7 hours into the swim her boat pilot
persuaded her to abort the swim as the strong current was taking her in the wrong direction.
Despite not reaching France, the swim brought us lots of attention, donations and new
supporters. Maria raised nearly £10k with the swim.

GQ Woman of the Year 2016. GQ, one of the biggest men’s fashion, culture and
lifestyle magazines, recognised Maria Conceicao for her humanitarian and sports
achievements with a Woman of the Year award. The magazine normally gives Man
of the Year awards, but GQ Portugal was so moved by Maria’s achievements that
for the first time in history they skipped the Man of the Year Award and gave it to a
woman instead.

Maria dedicated her award to her adoptive mother Maria Cristina, who is the
inspiration behind the Maria Cristina Foundation, to the children of Bangladesh and
to our supporters. Quoting her adoptive mother, she said: “Who feeds six, can feed
seven. It is with this motto that I have managed to educate over 600 children and
hope to raise enough funds to put the remaining 131 students through school. This
award belongs to our generous supporters, without whom I would not be standing
here today."
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Speaking events. 2016 has given Maria a number of speaking engagements in Dubai, UK and
Portugal. Some of these engagements have included a speaking fee while most have given us an
opportunity to sell Maria’s book ‘A Woman on Top of the World.’ She is available for speaking
events, including motivational speaking, for a fee to be discussed with us prior to the event.
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Volunteering
The number of volunteers has increased since 2015.

In 2016 six sponsors visited the student they support in Dhaka. Some of them travelled with
families and brought their own kids. We were pleased to see this being very successful and
especially the children enjoying playing with their new friends in Dhaka. Some of the visitors’
stories can be read here: mariacristinafoundation.org/en/stories-from-the-field-2

Cabin Crew primarily from Emirates Airlines visits the community often. We have asked every
visitor to contribute food for needy families or healthy snacks for children to take to school.

Our new mentoring programme has also taken off. Volunteers have conducted workshops on
careers and CV-writing amongst others. The exposure to adults from different walks of life has
really helped open the children’s eyes to different possible career paths and given them plenty to
think about.

MCF Portugal
Following the Woman of the Year award, we have been able to expand our reach in Portugal
and the Portuguese speaking community across the world.

Maria has spent 3 weeks in Portugal, with special appearances on
several TV and radio shows, creating a very strong momentum
within the Portuguese community, both nationally and abroad. Our
founder has been interviewed by RTP1, RTPÁfrica, TVI, Antena 3
and RDP Internacional, to name only a few. She has garnished
support from schools, libraries and universities, creating strong
bonds between MFC and communities like Serve the City, Lions Club
of São João da Madeira, Federação Portuguesa de Atletismo and
Colégio da Bafureira, amongst other. Many Portuguese individuals
and companies have come together to help keep the brilliant
children of Gawair in school, with a total of 13 children sponsored
for a full school year and over 50.000€ in donations in the last
trimester of 2016. We hope to make 2017 the year of European
support for MCF, with new events in the pipeline for Germany and Spain, as well as Portugal,
where we aim to extend this reach even further, with new events throughout 2017, including a
Fundraising Gala at Cinema São Jorge, one of the most respected entertainment centres in Lisbon.
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Other fundraising
Colégio da Bafureira has brought together it’s students, teachers and parents and
donated 3000€ at its school Christmas event
Avanca parish and community has donated 2000€ and pledged to maintain their
constant support to MCF throughout 2017
Upcoming events in Portugal:
January: Fundraising Gala at Cinema São Jorge, organized and sponsored by Fernando Alvim and
Ana Galvão (Lisbon)
February: Festa Segredos da Terra and fundraising event for MCF, organized and sponsored by
Xelb Land and Landmaniacos Algarve (Silves)
April: Pilot episode for a series on strong women from Portugal, featuring Maria Conceição as their
first example of strength and resilience
May: Estoril Conferences (Estoril)

Administration
New team members
Daniela Mira joined us as Fundraising and Outreach officer in Portugal in October. She is a valuable
addition to our small team as we gain more popularity and supporters in Portugal. Daniela helps us
communicate with Portuguese media and supporters, attends events and talks on our behalf and
is our go to person in Portugal.

We are currently in the process of hiring a part-time Fundraising and Outreach officer in Dubai.
This person will help with the day-to-day administrative tasks and more specifically attend
meetings and liaise with supporters in Dubai.

Registrations and governance
One of our aims for 2016 was to obtain an official NGO status in Bangladesh. We have already
tried numerous avenues, but none of them have born fruit. Despite this minor setback, we are
currently able to do our work in Dhaka without any problems, but we will continue trying to get
registered in Bangladesh, which should open up new streams of revenue for us.
We continue to give the highest priority to being transparent and accountable to our supporters
and sponsors. We are fully compliant with the UK charity law and respond to the UK Charity
Commission. We are also registered in Portugal and USA. We publish our audited accounts
annually on our website and make sure we follow strict guidelines on spending charity funds.
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Bank accounts
Our Portuguese bank account is now up and running and able to receive donations. The details
are:
CGD Bank
IBAN: PT50 0035 0229 00019178 930 10
BIC: CGDIPTPL

Should anyone wish to make a donation and send it directly to the school in Dhaka, the details are
as follows:

Cambrian College
Jamuna Bank Ltd, Gulshan branch
A/c no: 00100320000288
Swift code: JAMUBDDH043

We ask anyone making a donation directly to Dhaka to send us proof of transfer for our records.

Thank you for taking your time to read this report. Any
questions can be directed to
marketing@mariacristinafoundation.org
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